
Public access venues matter 
AROUND THE WORLD

70% of users in Bangladesh  
go to a public access venue 
to get help from sta�

50% of users in the Philippines
use public access venues daily

45% of users in Ghana
learn from other users while sharing 
computers and information 

41% of users in Brazil have 
home internet access, yet still 

use public access venues

Chileans are willing to pay more 
to prevent the closure of libraries 
than other venue types

WHY  DOES  PUBLIC  ACCESS  TO  TECHNOLOGY 
MATTER  FOR  DEVELOPMENT? 

Public  access  venues: Libraries CybercafesTelecenters

Public access provides a

critical foundation

At public access venues:

|     Findings from a multi-country study

used computers for the �rst time

of users would not have access
if public access venues did not exist

Even doing fun, leisurely activities,
such as playing games and chatting on Facebook, 

at public access venues can lead to bene�ts  in other areas

say that communication and leisure activities at 
public access venues improved their overall ICT skills

say that using social networks were the most important 
online resource for seeking information about health, 
employment, education, etc.

Up to

of respondents used the internet
for the �rst time

of users said public access venues 
were the most important place they 
developed internet skills

Home School

50% 

94% 

91% 

37% 

18% 17% 

Public access venues provide 
pathways for people to achieve various bene�ts.

of users looking for jobs on 
public access computers 
completed a job application 
at a venue

Public access has indirect impacts too

Contrary to popular opinion, 
mobile phones have not replaced public access venues 

68% of non-users reported posi-
tive impacts from family or friends’ 
use of public access venues 40% of former users �rst developed their com-

puter & internet skills at a public access venue
UserNon-user

for lifelong use of technology and participation
in the information society by o�ering users their 
�rst touch with technology

They are there when people need them

79% of users who searched 
for information on government
services used eGovernment 
services

96% of users own mobile phones, but

85% have never used
mobile internet

Only 4% of non-users say they 
don’t use public access because 
they have mobile access
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80% of users looking for health 
information were better able 
to manage their health

№1 reason people did not use public access for activities related to 
education, health, employment, etc. is because they did not have the need


